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Modular Template & Branded Versions



New Webinar Email Templates



Creative Review 1



Creative Review



Creative Review



Element Rating Notes

Imagery used Warn • Other than the logos and button, there are no other 
supporting images in this email

• Using an image as a button

Layout & design considerations Warn • Consider adding a little more white space to make the 
content easier to read

✓ We’re unsure if this template is mobile responsive 
however, the image CTA will shrink on a mobile 
device; use bulletproof buttons

✓ Image ALT tags have been used (e.g. alt="Tecartus
▼“)

✓ Key information (e.g. stats) is presented in a coloured 
box to help it stand out from the rest of the creative. 

Optimising specific sections on your email Warn • Could be further optimised
o Preview pane (optimise pre-header text, add top 

CTA, move headline up)

Branding and consistency Pass • Tecartus branding and colours used



Element Rating Notes

Conversion rate optimisation (including your call 
to action placement, wording and colour etc.)

Fail • There is a ‘button’ graphic which means the CTA is  
not ‘bulletproof’

• Font size seems small – ensure is 14px+ for readability
• Call-to-action is not repeated in the email and may not 

present in the preview pane area

Footer area and compliance features Pass

How your email is viewed in the inbox including 
from address, subject line and pre-header

Warn • Contains pre-header text ‘Find out more here’ but this 
is not clickable and could be better optimised to help 
encourage an open (and click)

Content Warn • The paragraph above the Dear First Name 
personalisation makes the placement of this unusual 
and stilted in the introduction

Personalisation and creative customisation Pass ✓ Name personalisation present



Element Rating Notes

Customer journey from email to landing page Warn • CTA opens an email; consider adding some basic body 
copy (for example, space to add name etc. so that the 
rep knows who they are contacting)



Creative Review 2



Creative Review



Creative Review



Element Rating Notes

Imagery used Warn • There is a large header image taking up 
most of the preview pane area, however, 
it is eyecatching

• The main blue CTA button is an image 
and not bulletproof

• The graph image is a great addition to the 
email and brings the data to life, however, 
be careful of image resizing on mobile 
devices and ensuring this information is 
still readable

Layout & design considerations Pass • Consider adding a little more white space 
to make the content easier to read

✓ We’re unsure if this template is mobile 
responsive however, the image CTA will 
shrink on a mobile device; use 
bulletproof buttons

✓ Image ALT tags have been used (e.g. 
alt="Jyseleca"), however, the same has 
been used for each image; optimise your 
ALT tags for each image

✓ Key information (e.g. stats) is presented 
in a coloured box to help it stand out 
from the rest of the creative. 



Element Rating Notes

Optimising specific sections on your email Warn • Could be further optimised
o Preview pane (optimise pre-header text, add top 

CTA, move headline up)

Branding and consistency Pass • Jyseleca branding and colours used

Conversion rate optimisation (including your call 
to action placement, wording and colour etc.)

Fail • There is a ‘button’ graphic which means the CTA is  
not ‘bulletproof’

• Call-to-action is not repeated in the email and is not 
present in the preview pane area

Footer area and compliance features Pass

How your email is viewed in the inbox including 
from address, subject line and pre-header

Warn • Contains pre-header text re: promotional email
o Could be better optimised to help encourage an 

open (and click)
• Long subject line – but descriptive
o Mentions an authoritative body



Element Rating Notes

Content Warn • Copy is broken down into small paragraphs and 
broken up by blue OR copy and some highlights

• Consider using bold to highlight other key points in the 
top paragraphs, or symbols as ‘bullet points’ next to 
each item to separate them further and make it even 
easier to read and understand quickly

Personalisation and creative customisation Pass ✓ Name personalisation present

Customer journey from email to landing page Warn • CTA opens an email; consider adding some basic body 
copy (for example, space to add name etc. so that the 
rep knows who they are contacting)



Comparison



Creative Review



Creating an engaging 
Call-to-Action (CTA)



3 Key Considerations

1. Wording

2. Design

3. Placement



1. Wording

Copy that converts is focused on what people want to do

• Avoid high (cognitive) friction words such as Buy, Sign Up, Submit, Give, Invest, 
Complete, Donate/Sponsor/Support

o Use low friction words such as Get, check out (e.g. check this out), discover, reveal

• Don’t ask for too much too soon (don’t overwhelm the recipient or push them into a 
commitment too soon)

• ‘Prescribe now’ is like ‘buy now’ – clicking to them then means committing / paying 
out money VS. ‘Discover more’ which is no pressure, no big decision, just exploring 
the options and more information



Ideas:

LEARN MORE  |  DISCOVER MORE   

VIEW MORE DETAILS    |   SEE HOW BIKTARVY WORKS

1. Wording



2. Design: Denoting a button

• Adding a > or an underline also helps denote a button for 
accessibility

• Use a combination of bullet proof buttons and text based 
buttons in a differing font colour from your main text

Source: 
https://litmus.com/blog/designing-the-perfect-call-to-action/litmus-creating-calls-to-action

https://litmus.com/blog/designing-the-perfect-call-to-action/litmus-creating-calls-to-action
https://litmus.com/blog/designing-the-perfect-call-to-action/litmus-creating-calls-to-action


2. Design: Text & Bulletproof Buttons

These findings point to the 
importance of having multiple CTAs 

throughout your email. Even the 
obscure CTA delivered a few more 

clicks to the landing page. 

Source: https://www.getvero.com/resources/email-
marketing-calls-to-action/

A test by MarketingProfs compared the click rates of three CTAs 
in a single email.

• CTA #1 got 51% of the clicks on this email. It’s text-based, but 
in a contrasting colour from the rest of the email. It’s written in 
a way that offers value (receive something today) at low cost 
(free). this CTA is at the bottom of the piece of content, which is 
consistent with Canopy Labs’ findings on the optimal location 
for CTAs (see next slide).

• CTA #2 was 2nd with 41% of clicks. The location is unfortunate, 
but it’s the most visible CTA because it’s graphical and has a 
bright orange button. Would it have outperformed CTA #1 if 
placed on the left side of the email?

• CTA #3 got 8% of the clicks. Formatted in a font smaller than 
12 point and located in the upper-right corner of the email, the 
CTA is barely noticeable.

https://www.getvero.com/resources/email-marketing-calls-to-action/


• Lead the eye down to your 
CTA with your content, 
typography and imagery

Strong headline

Most essential information first –
it highlights a pain point and 
provides an attractive solution

Additional, useful info that 
helps sell the offer

Repeated CTA

Information that’s nice to have

Clear and easily actionable CTA

3. Placement



This makes sense, because your email must logically lead the reader to the CTA. 

A CTA doesn’t exist in isolation from the rest of the content. Therefore, readers are more likely to 
click after reading or scanning your email.

Canopy Labs compared the performance of CTAs 
placed in different locations in an email and found 
that a CTA at the bottom of an email 
outperformed CTAs placed on the left or right side 
of an email.

Source: https://www.getvero.com/resources/email-
marketing-calls-to-action/

3. Placement

https://www.getvero.com/resources/email-marketing-calls-to-action/


3. Placement

This supports the finding that 
readers tend to view online 
content in an F-shaped pattern.

According to an eye-tracking 
study by the Nielsen Norman 
Group, the dominant eye 
movement of users reading web 
pages looked very much like an F.

Email readers follow the same eye 
pattern, meaning the least 
prominent part of your email is the 
right side.

Source: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/


Was this helpful?

What future topics would you like covered in these 
email surgery's?

Any Questions?


